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TABLE BLENDER 
stainless steel 
For cocktails, smoothies, shakes & more 
 
 

 

850 W power and a stainless steel blade for crushing ice make this unit being a real cocktail pro! 
Rommelsbacher’s exclusive table blender can do more: tasty, healthy smoothies made of fresh fruit, foamy 

milk shakes, puréed soups and sauces can be prepared conveniently quickly and easily. The superior glass 
jar has a capacity of 1.8 l, through the opening in the cover ingredients can be filled in, the scaling helps 

measuring. The well-arranged, illuminated control panel and an integrated safety system against accidental 
use additionally provide convenient and easy handling and safety during operation. For easy cleaning in 

between there is an automatic CLEAN function and for thorough cleaning after use, the table blender can 

be dismounted completely and the detachable parts can be cleaned in the dishwasher. A noble all-rounder 
for the superior kitchen! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Technical data:  

 Type: MX 850 

 230 V ~   850 W    stainless steel  

 powerful motor, infinitely variable speed regulation up to 20,000 r.p.m. 

 well-arranged, illuminated control panel with different function buttons  

 “smoothie” function for perfect mixing of all ingredients 

 “clean” function for easy cleaning between the mixing procedures 

 “pulse” function for temporary max. speed for impulsive mixing/blending 

 “ice crush” function for crushing ice cubes effectively 

 solid 1.8 l glass jar with scaling, removable cover with refill opening 

 detachable 4-winged stainless steel blade 

 integrated safety system against accidental use 

 completely dismountable for easy cleaning,  

removable parts are dishwasher-proof 

 dimensions: 22 x 17 x 43 cm 

Excellent ranking!  
Achieved ‘very good’ 
in two German consumer tests 


